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MACPASS Convenience Now Available at Airport to Pay for Parking
Halifax, N.S. – MACPASS users, who pay automatically using a credit card, are now able to have their Parkade and
exterior parking lot (adjacent to the terminal building) fees at Halifax Stanfield International Airport billed directly to
that credit card.
“This partnership with the Halifax Harbour Bridges (HHB) provides a superior level of service and convenience as we
significantly expand our parking options at the airport,” says Halifax International Airport Authority President & CEO
Tom Ruth. “We want to make parking at the airport as easy and convenient as we can,” he adds.
MACPASS Procedures:
MACPASS users whose accounts are linked to a credit card are eligible for this new service, which is available at
both the Parkade and adjacent exterior parking lot.






At the parking entrance gate push the “MACPASS plus” button.
The transponder will be read and the gate arm will lift. No ticket will be issued.
Upon exit, choose the designated MACPASS plus lane at the parking pay plaza.
The transponder is read again and the gate arm will automatically lift. The parking fees will be charged to
the designated credit card.
“For over 10 years MACPASS has provided bridge users with the convenience of reduced wait times and
cashless travelling,” said Steven Snider, General Manager and CEO of HHB. “We are very excited to be able
to extend the added service of MACPASS plus to current and future customers.”

NOTE: The parking fee is charged directly to the credit card on which the MACPASS account is established, however
some conditions do apply. Visit www.MACPASS.com for more information about the service and conditions.
About HSIA
Halifax Robert L. Stanfield International Airport is Atlantic Canada’s gateway to the world. It is the region’s principal
full-service airport providing passengers and cargo clients with access to markets across the country, the United
States and Europe, and the only airport in Atlantic Canada to offer Canada Customs services on a 24 hour seven day
a week basis, and U.S. preclearance. The Airport is a major economic, fiscal and employment generator valued at
over $1.27 billion to the provincial economy, welcomes over 3.5 million passengers annually, and is an
internationally recognized leader in customer service, having received first place awards in the global Airport Service
Quality program for the past six years.

About Halifax Harbour Bridges
With over 32 million crossings each year, Halifax Harbour Bridges mission is to provide safe, efficient and reliable
passage at an appropriate cost.
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